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AVID stands for “Advancement
Via Individual Determination.”
The national program’s mission
is to close the achievement
gap by preparing all students
for college readiness and
success in a global society.
AVID opens doors for students
who are experiencing a low
socioeconomic status and
would be the first in their
families to go to college. By
implementing AVID in our
secondary schools, and at
Wallace Elementary, we’re
working to open their minds
to all that’s possible for them
and give them the tools to
change their world.
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Hilander Highlights is a publication of Kelso School District to keep community members informed
about our schools. A print version will be mailed twice a year. You can read other issues online and subscribe
to emailed versions at bit.ly/Hilander.
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11th Grade Overall GPA:
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STATE TESTING ACHIEVEMENT GAINS
% of AVID elective students passing the Smarter Balanced Assessment
(SBA) for each subject area, compared to all Kelso students in 2017:
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Kelso students will visit
if they’re in AVID
in middle and
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of KHS AVID students are
taking UW College in High
School classes this trimester

CHILD FIND INFORMATION
Kelso School District will ensure that all students with disabilities who are eligible from birth through 21 years of age, residing within our
attendance area, have available to them a free and appropriate public education in the least restrictive environment. You can initiate a referral
through your local schools or call us at 360-501-1904.

First Coweeman Middle School
AVID cohort
The first AVID cohort at Coweeman
Middle School started this year with 23
8th grade students. To be considered
for the elective class, students had to fill
out an application, write an essay, and
participate in an interview. Read about
their experience with AVID so far at
bit.ly/CMS-AVID

Huntington Middle School
AVID team
The AVID team at Huntington Middle
School meets a couple times a month
to discuss ongoing goals, strategies
they’ve used in the class, and get some
additional professional development.
The work they do both in and out of
class for their AVID students has farreaching benefits. Read more at
bit.ly/HMS-AVID

NON-DISCRIMINATION STATEMENT
The Kelso School District is an equal opportunity employer and is
in compliance with state and federal anti-discrimination regulations
and other requirements.

